
Assured Quality with Easy Returns: This
product comes with a 1 year warranty,
assuring you of its quality.
High Protection: With fused outlets and
temperature cut off feature its protected
against faults and surges
Compatible with salt, mineral, chlorine and
magnesium pools
Lifetime expert support exclusive to Mr
Pool Man customers
Performs flawlessly with above ground and
in ground pools, Rectangle, Oval or Free
form
Suits Concrete, Pebblecrete, Fibreglass,
Quartzon and Tile pool surfaces. 

Built to Withstand the Elements:
Engineered for enduring performance,
this outdoor transformer braves all
weather conditions with its IP44 splash
proof rating, ensuring a worry-free
plug-in to a weatherproof power
outlet, making it a perfect mate for
your garden or outdoor area.
Effortless Connection and Installation:
Featuring an easy connect system, this
transformer ensures a smooth and
fuss-free connection between itself
and the light cables. Vertical wall
mount offers versatility making DIY
installation a breeze.

Features:

Water TechniX LinX Light Transformer 
Introducing The Water TechniX LinX state-of-the-art outdoor transformer, designed for superior
outdoor lighting. With an IP44 splash-proof rating, it withstands all weather conditions, ensuring
worry-free use. The easy connect system and versatile vertical wall mount guarantee effortless
installation, making it perfect for DIY enthusiasts. Aligned with Water TechniX's commitment to
green energy, this transformer is not only safe and reliable but also energy-efficient. Backed by a
1-year warranty, it offers assured quality, while fused outlets and a temperature cutoff feature
provide high-level protection against faults and surges.

Who is Water TechniX?
Scan to find out more
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Features:
12v AC - 30VA or 60VA watt transformer
Suitable for either 1 or 2 x LED Pool lights
2m Input cable with 3 pin AU plug
High splash proof rating of IP44
Vertical wall mount style
12 month warranty
1 or 2 x 4amp fuse depending on application (30VA / 60VA)
Input power: maximum voltage of 240V, frequency of 50Hz
Low 12V output voltage
Easy DIY replacement
W 140mm H 170mm D 105mm

Whats in the box:
1 x LinX Transformer

Warranty:
1 year warranty
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